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At the time of writing (AD 2012) Bibl ical chronology gives the age of the earth as 6,052 years. The theory of evolution teaches that the
earth and all life on it developed gradually over many millions of years. They cannot both be right so one of them has to be wrong. The
purpose of this article is not to deal with the errors of evolution, but to set out plainly and truthfully where evolution came from, as that
alone should be fo r most people quite sufficient for them to avoid it like the plague. Evolution is popularly supposed to have originated
from the mind of Charles Darwin but the truth is quite otherwise. The following is a very brief chronology of the evolution of evolution:1. James Hutton (1726 - 1797)
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A Scotsman born in 1726, Hutton became a deist who believed that the earth's distorted rock formations had developed over long
periods of time (uniformitarianism) rather than in the catastrophic events described in scripture,
saying, Where is the promise of his coming? for since the fathers fell asleep, all things continue as they were from the beginning of
the creation. (2 Peter 3:4)

Hutton's Theory of the Earth was published in 1795. He was charged with atheism and died two years later.
2. Thomas Robert Malthus (1766 - 1834)
In 1798 Malthus published his Essay on the Principles of Population. Deceived by a false but widely circulated tale about goats and
dogs on an island off the coast of Chile, Malthus announced that populations outgrow their food supplies, as geometric series increase
more rapidly than arithmetic series. In his Essay he wrote that,
Instead of recommending cleanliness to the poor, we should encourage contrary habits. In our towns we should make the streets
narrower, crowd more people into the houses, and court the return of the plague. In the country we should build our villages near
stagnant pools, and particularly encourage settlements in all marshy and unwholesome situations. But above all we should reprobate
specific remedies for ravaging diseases, and those benevolent but much mistaken men who have thought they were doing a service to
mankind by projecting schemes for the total extirpation of particular disorders.
We are bound in justice and honour formally to disclaim the right of the poor to support. To this end, I should propose a regulation be
made declaring that no child born ... should ever be entitled to parish assistance ... the (illegitimate) infant is, comparatively speaking,
of little value to society, as others will immediately supply its place. All children beyond what would be required to keep up the
population to this (desired) level, must necessarily perish, unless room be made for them by the deaths of grown persons.
The reader is left to form his own opinion as to the origin of such proposals. It certainly wasn't the Bible.
3. Sir Charles Lyell (1797 - 1875)
Lyell was influenced by Hutton's uniformitarianist view of history. In 1841 he visited the Niagara Falls on the border between Canada
and the USA, where he was told by a local inhabitant that the edge of the falls retreated under the abrasive action of the water by about
three feet per year. Lyell decided that a rate of just one foot per year was more to his liking, and on the basis of this downright lie and
denial of the facts he reckoned the age of the falls to be 35,000 years, 2 putting that figure in the published account of the visit. It had a
significant impact on nineteenth-century public perceptions of the age of the earth, the word of a gentleman then being held in honour,
and particularly so when it was not easy to dispute. Many subsequent measurements at Niagara have established that the true rate of
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erosion is actually four to five feet per year, on the basis of which the Falls are reckoned to be 7,000 to 8,750 years old if erosion has
remained constant throughout that time. (The Great Flood would have increased the rate of erosion very substantially during the year
for which it lasted, reducing the properly calcul ated age of the falls to much the same figure as the Biblically recorded age of the earth.)
However Lyell's Principles of Geology was published in 1830 - 1833, and complete with his uniformitarian beliefs unsupported by any
evidence, eventually it became the standard work on geology.
4. Alfred Russel Wallace (1823 - 1913)
The man, now largely forgotten, to whom the principal components of the theory of evolution first occurred was not Charles Darwin, but
his contemporary, the naturalist A.R.Wallace. Now the young Wallace had spent four years in the jungles of South America where he
had learnt the spiritistic practices of the Amazonian Indians , namely how to hear from evil spirits. Then two years after his return he set
off in the opposite direction and spent eight years in Malaya. In 1855 he published his paper On The Law Which Has Regulated The
Introduction Of New Species, which contains the whole substance of evolution except its mechanism of change. It was popularly known
as Wallace's Sarawak Law . By this time Lyell and Darwin had become friends, and when they read Wallace's paper they realised
immediately that Wallace (his thoughts having been conditioned by years of spiritistic practice) had quickly reached firm conclusions
towards which Darwin had only ever struggled since 1837. Darwin was not an active spiritist; Wallace certainly was.
5. Charles Darwin (1809 - 1882)
Three years later, in 1858, Wallace went down with fever on the island of Ternate. 4 One night during his illness he was pondering the
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work of Malthus, and in a moment of feverish revelation there flashed upon him the idea of the 'Survival of the Fittest'. Upon his
recovery a few days later he wrote his Ternate paper On the Tendency of Varieties to Depart Indefinitely from the Original Type. This
last paper supplied the key to Darwin's many intellectual problems with evolution, and its arrival in England galvanised Darwin and Lyell
into frantic activity, for it was now clear to them that Wallace had got to the whole theory of evolution first! Lyell encouraged Darwin to
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Deism acknowledges that there was once a creator God, but denies that he has subsequently intervened in his creation. It does not accept the
miraculous and it rejects absolutely the incarnation of God as the man Jesus Christ. Many scientists have been either deists or total atheists.
2
The gorge is roughly 35,000 feet long - about seven miles - so erosion at 1 foot per year would give an age of 35,000 years.
3
Tovell 1979, quoted by Ian Taylor in "Darwin and the New World Order", a superb book. If you buy nothing else on evolution, buy this.
4
Pronounced Ter-náh-tay, it lies in the Molaccas between New Guinea and Borneo.
5
Than which nothing shows more clearly how far his chosen cast of mind had been infuenced by his communications with evil spirits.

publish as soon as possible, and in the following year, 1859, Darwin brought out his first edition On the Origin of Species by Means of
Natural Selection, or the Preservation of Favoured Races in the Struggle for Life.6
A Delicate Arrangement
Academic laurels always go to the first to publish, and Darwin was by no means immune to that intellectual pride which is such an
abomination to God and so common amongst academics. Lyell was a friend of Darwin and could naturally be expected to take his side,
but there were other factors too behind the desire to keep Wallace out of the picture. Firstly Wallace was not of the right social class
(an important factor in nineteenth-century England) and secondly he was a well-known spiritist , which with all its spooky overtones of
table-tapping necromancy in Victorian drawing rooms the scientific community didn't like at all. Charles Lyell and another naturalist
Joseph Hooker conspired (the word is justified) by 'a delicate arrangement' to have Darwin's very partial 1844 sketch of his theory read
st
to the Linnean Society in London on 1 July 1858 before Wallace's full paper of March 1858, so that when Darwin's more substantial
Origin was published the following year, his became the name associated with the theory of evolution rather than that of the spiritist
Wallace. It was a deliberately contrived breach of protocol. The world needs to know now that the true origin of the doctrine of evolution
lay not in the mind of Charles Darwin, but in Alfred Wallace's spiritistic communications with the powers of darkness.
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Spiritistic practices are the means by which demonic spirits communicate their doctrines to willing men, which is why all such practices
are absolutely forbidden in the Bible, and particularly to anyone who wishes to serve the God and Father of our Lord Jesus Christ. Any
and all contact with demons induces a spiritual blindness which renders a person totally incapable thereafter of understanding truth.
... in the latter times some shall depart from the faith, giving heed to seducing spirits, and doctrines of devils; (1 Tim 4:1)

Such a doctrine of devils was The Survival of the Fittest which does nothing to acknowledge the Fatherly care of our Maker for his
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fallen creation, taught throughout the Bible. 'Nature, red in tooth and claw' knows nothing of compassion for the weak, just as the
spiritists know nothing of the Son of God who went to the Cross to save them from hell. By means of Hutton, Malthus, Lyell, Wallace
and Darwin, the atheistic evolutionary doctrines of devils have now so thoroughly permeated society that some aspects of modern life
have become hellish indeed . Every one of them departed from the Christian faith.
In 1881 Westcott & Hort published their corrupt Greek text of the New Testament from which all subsequent translations have been
made into English and many other languages. Both had been spiritists for thirty years. How many Christians using modern translations
know and understand that their text of the New Testament was hacked about by practicing spiritists? Use the King James Version!
Later in the same year, 1881, the world's first public electricity supply was switched on and the streets of Godalming in Surrey were lit
with electric light. This system was powered from a water wheel on the River Wey which drove a Siemens alternator that supplied a
number of arc lamps within the town and thirty-four Swan incandescent light bulbs in shops and other premises. And between 1869
and 1875 Sir William Crookes, another very active spiritist, invented the Crookes tube which he developed into the cathode ray tube,
the essential component of all television sets until the arrival of LCD screens about ten years ago.
And I beheld another beast coming up out of the earth; and he had two horns like a lamb, and he spake as a dragon. And he
exerciseth all the power of the first beast before him, and causeth the earth and them which dwell therein to worship the first beast,
whose deadly wound was healed. And he doeth great wonders, so that he maketh fire come down from heaven on the earth in the
sight of men, and deceiveth them that dwell on the earth by the means of those miracles which he had power to do in the sight of
the beast; saying to them that dwell on the earth, that they sho uld make an image to the beast, which had the wound by a sword,
and did live. And he had power to give life unto the image of the beast, that the image of the beast should both speak, and cause
that as many as would not worship the image of the beast should be killed. (Revelation 13: 11-15)
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I understand the first beast in Revelation 13 to be "the world", and the second beast to be "science". What is fire from heaven but
electricity? Early in its development Benjamin Franklin conducted a highly dangerous experiment, flying a kite up into a thunder cloud
and getting a spark from a key tied to the end of the string:- literally "fire from heaven". And what is television but the modern world's
household god, around which whole families sit every day and night to be told what to think, believe, and buy? In Biblical language that
is called "worship".
Therefore rejoice, ye heavens, and ye that dwell in them. Woe to the inhabiters of the earth and of the sea! For the devil is come
down unto you, having great wrath, because he knoweth that he hath but a short time. (Revelation 12:12)

The devil certainly came down having great wrath into nineteenth century England, corrupting the heart and destroying the body of the
largest empire in the history of the world. There was a world-wide revival of witchcraft (trafficing with demons) under its new name of
spiritualism; it got into the Royal Family via Queen Victoria and has been there ever since. The Bible itself was corrupted by the spiritist
Hort's clever but wicked theory of the text of the New Testament; while from the Old Testament, man's origin was removed from the
solid rock of Genesis by another practicing spiritist and built upon the shifting sands of evolution. Almost the whole world has now
become totally dependent upon electricity, whose early standards and measurements were first drawn up by Lord Rayleigh and Sir
James Jeans, two more very active spiritists. And instead of getting their knowledge, values and commandments from the Bible, most
people now get them from television, of which the key component was invented by Crookes - another ardent spiritist! The devil certainly
had a field day 150 years ago but his end is now near. God has yet to have HIS day, and woe betide anybody caught that day on the
wrong side of HIS wrath!
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This original snappy title was changed for the sixth edition in 1872 to The Origin of Species.
A catchy phrase of Alfred, Lord Tennyson's; yet another practicing spiritist. Nineteenth-century England was stuffed full of them.
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Antichrist is not a man but a spirit, which has been in the world since the early days of the church. Read the first epistle of John for heaven's sake.
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